


Welcome to yet another first issue
of Florida fandom. For those of
you who are new to FF, we are a
fanzine that has been around since
1976. Ruth and I started it with an
issue zero, which was typed on
and electric typewriter, the pages
then cut out and pasted on to
grided paper and taken to a printer
and had to be offset printed. We
used such wonderful things as
press type for headlines and titles.
The cover was made from cutting
up and putting together photos.

Ten years latter we had our C-64
and a dot matrix printer. After one
issue with the dot matrix, it was
back to the typewriter. But a
program called printshop replaced
the press type, but we still had to
paste everything up. Even the
best desktop pub programs for the
C-64 couldn’t do the type of layout
we needed. We got a better dot
matrix printer and they typewriter
was gone for good. This was a
major move as we no longer had
to reduce our type. We also
moved up to a C-128 computer
and Ruth took over as editor and
we had our second first issue.
After several issues and upgrading
to an Amiga computer FF once
again faded to the background.
We started several times, but we

HELLO had no luck in finding a good pub
program, not even printshop. We
then picked up an XT computer,
but again we just didn’t get what
we wanted to do FF. Now once
again we have upgraded to a 486
SX. And thanks to Dale
Snodgrass we have Microsoft
Publisher, a really great program.
Layout, pictures, and photos can
all be done on the computer. We
have a HP Deskjet printer, so we
can have a nice typeset look to it.

We hope you like our new look
and will let us know what you
think. Also we can use art,
articles, photos, what every. You
can mail things to us at: P.O Box
17903, West Palm Beach, FL
33416-7903 (Send to Rick and
Ruth Coy not Florida Fandom)
Or you can send via modem to
(405) 641-6455. Also art can be
on floppy 31/2 disk or copies that
can be scanned. All art and
photos used we be scanned, so
they can be put into the pub
programs so we will not have to
use rubbler cement again.

Till Next Time

Rick



Update is where we list zines,
cons, shops and clubs. To get
listed in this section send up
fliers for cons, shops and clubs
and for zines we need a copy.
This is not a review area or an ad
area, it is a listing. We will not
use copy sent us, so don’t, just
send us what we asked for above.
Now we still get things in the
mail so we can run a few items
this issue and hopefully more
when we have the next issue
ready.

CON

Feb. 3 - 5 Vulkon ‘95 with Terry
Farrell at the St. Petersburg
Hilton. Tickets at the door will
be $20 one day or $40 both days.
More info send to : Vulkon c/o
Joe Motes, 12237 SW 50th street,
Cooper City, FL 33330-5406 or
(305)434-6060.

Feb. 12 Vulkon ‘95 with Leonard
Nimoy at the Civic auditorium,

Jacksonville, FL. Cost $25.00
for more information: same
as the previous con.

March 24 - 26 “Best of Both
Worlds” with Bruce
Boxleitner and Robert
O’Reily. Tickets are $20.00 a
day or $40.00 for weekend.
More info send to the Vulkon
address.

March 2-5 The 1995 World
Horror Covnention at the
Sheraton Colony Square
Hotel, Atlanta GA. AlamM
Clark, Alice Cooper, John
Farris, Neil Gaiman, R.L.
Stine. 4 day memberships
are $75.00 More info World
Horror Convention 95, PO
Box 148, Clarkston, FA 30021-
0148.

July 13-15 NASFIC at the
Atlanta Hilton and Towers
Atlanta , GA. Guest include:
George Alex Effinger, Harlan
Ellison, Bjo Trimble, Michael
Whelan and Timothy Zahn. 4
day membership $50 till

UPDATE



UPDATE CONT.

3/15/95 $55 till 6/15/95 and
$60 at the door. For more
information : NASFIC ‘95, PO
BOX 47696, Atlanta, GA 30362-
0696

SHOPS

Ruth Coy’s Collectibles, Dept.
131 at the Farmers Market Mall,
1200 Congress Ave. West Palm
Beach, FL Back issue Comics,
Star Wars and Star Trek
Collectibles, Trading cards and
more.

That’s all we have for UPDATE
this month. Send us
information at our PO BOX and
it will see print in Future FF.

COY’S COMIC CORNER
Today many take the fun out of
collecting comics. They buy
large amounts of HOT comics,
as they feel they will make a
killing selling them off in a few
years. They never even read
any of the books they collect.
Its taken unopened and placed
in a plastic bag with a backing
board, stored away for some
future time when they can be
cashed in for the big money.
The only problem they have is
the HOT comics don’t stay HOT
and the comic companies on the
whole make a lot of issues, in
fact the investor helps increase
the print run, because unless
they want to pay cover price
they must order in advance.
Now when the price starts to
drop the investors try to cash in
before they loose money and
the market is flooded with extra
copies making the books drop
even more. I have seen this
happen time after time.
Collecting should be done for
fun not profit. If you make
money on the book when
weeding down your collection
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Coy, PO BOX 17903, West Palm Beach, FL 33416-7903. Copyright 1995. All
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Fandom is published whenever and hardly ever on time. Artwork and photo to
be scanned can be sent to Dale Snodgrass, 4483 Steven Rd, Lake Worth, FL
33461. All other things send to PO BOX 17903.
2021 information: It’s been 26 years since and all address phone numbers
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Great, but if not you still got to
enjoy the book when you got
and read it.

Now if you really want to
invest in comics it’s best to put
your money into GOLD and
SILVER AGE comics. Harder
to find, but less around, so a
bigger market.

SNODGRASS REPORT
Well here we go again. Another
attempt at the Florida Fandom
fanzine. Lots of changes in the
way we produce this zine since
we first started it so long ago
Back when it was type and
paste up then to the printer for
offset printing. Now we just
type into our computers and
out it comes ready for the
copier. For that matter we can
even have gone through a
variety of computer systems. I
now have a 386sx, but that
wasn’t good enough. I saw all
the neat gifs and wanted to do
my own so I went and bought a
scanner and can now put my
own pictures in the FF. Then I
decided that the 234 megs were
not enough so got a MAXTOR
540 and put that in the
computer. Both additions did
not go easily. Could not get the
scanner to be recognized by the
software at first but the guys at
infocom were great in helping
me get the configure file
correct. Wish I could say the
same for the people at

MAXTOR. I bought the 540
with the assurance of my
friend Mark, who will remain
nameless, that he could put it
in my computer in 20 minutes
or less. Three hours later we
gave up and he goes home (or
what passes for home). The
drive was physically installed
but they system doesn’t know
it’s there. Tried calling
MAXTOR for help and was on
terminal hold. Tried their BBS
but never heard from their
sysop till Mark finally got
around to cleaning his room/
office and found a SEAGATE
manual we needed. (Seagate is
the orginal drive). Found the
correct jumper settings for the
SEAGATE and was up in 20
minutes. Makes you wonder
why in the MUNDANE
WORLD I was promoted to
regional systems coordinator.
Actually, it was because I can
talk a good game and the
people that do the promoting
don’t know one end of a
computer from the other.

What was that Ruth? This
column was to be on Star
Trek: Voyager? Yes, I know,
but you see, it was only for the
introduction show and had
too much to do to be very good
so I’ll wait a few episodes then
let you know
Till next time, keep you phaser
dry

-30-



Of William Shatner’s best
work in a any Star Trek movie
so far.
His last couple of minutes in
the filmmade me flash back
to City on the Edge of Forever.
Not the content, but the ability
to make us feel sorry for him.
Not since Martin Landau’s
role in “Ed Wood” has my
opinion of an actor’s skill
changed this much!
The SFX were excellent, even
if the movies premise was a
trifle lame.
One part of the movie I did
not care for was the
Dickensian setting for Capt
Picard’s Homecoming, which
is not to say the scene isn’t
good, it just doesn’t fit.
All in all, Generations was a
good movie. It is making a lot
of money at the box office. And
it will hold all Star Trek fans
over until the next movie.
If you haven’t seen it already
why not??
On a scale of 1-10, for the
whole movie experience, I give
it an 8.
Star Trek-Generations:
Patrick Stewart, Jonathan
Frakes, Brent Spiner, Marina
Siritis, Michael Dorn, La Var
Burton, Gates McFadden,
MalcolmMcDowell, Whoppi

The Long awaited Star Trek-
Generations movie was an
excellent TV episode!
Patrick Stewart really has a
chance to spread his acting
wings. Unfortunately, the same
can’t be said for the rest of the
cast, with the sole exception of
Brent Spiner, the rest of the
Enterprise crew appears to be
mere window dressing.

Now, Brent Spiner stole the
show. He played Data as if the
director said to him before each
take “Brent, you can finally
make up for seven long years
without expressing your
feelings! Ready? GO!”
MalcolmMcDowell, is very
good as Dr. Soran. He plays
Soran maniacal, yet
sympathetic. Come to think of
it, that’s the same way he
played Alex in a Clockwork
Orange .
Now everyone knows what
happens to Kirk. Right!? Let me
just say those fewminutes of



Goldburg, Walter Koenig, James
Doohan, and William Shatner.

A Vampire’s Diary:
The Embrace

We received in the mail an
advance copy of a new book to be
released Feb. 1995. A Vampire’s
Diary: The Embrace.
The ad copy accompanying it
reads: “A Vampire’s Diary: The
Embrace is designed to appear as
an actual diary. Complete with
clasp and lock, letters, postcards,
and other inserts open an almost
voyeuristic window through
which the reader will view
Auston Jacobson and his
nightmarish journey”
Well, I will tell you this, even
without all the extra inserts,
locks, etc., the advance ccopy I
read was exactly as was promised.
To say it was good would be an
understatement. The reader is
compelled to experience
everything that is happening in
almost a “rear Window” kind of
way. Repulsed or not, you can’t
put this book down.

This is a must read for anyone
that likes Vampire stories and
even those of you who may
not.

A Vampire’s Diary:

The Embrace

By Robert Weinberg and
Mark Rein Hagen

Diary Format - $14.99

Hardback w/Slipcase




